SOLAR TILES

Problem
97% of European building stock must be
upgraded to comply with 2050 European
decarbonization plans.
More than 75% of the buildings are 30 years
and older, requiring a speciﬁc approach to
building renovation.
The current generation of solar panels is not up
to the task yet.
Solar panel integration into a building is quite
problematic due to technical reasons. It is also
changing the appearance of buildings and
lowering the quality of the urban environment.

Solar Tiles
Solar Tiles are specially designed for urban areas,
where design and visual appearance are equally
important as energy production - city centers,
historical buildings, or even bespoke villas.
In this product, we merge the design aesthetics of
ceramic tiles with the energy production of solar
panels. They are delivering energy production to
historical buildings while preserving their heritage
value.
Additionally, Solar Tiles product is designed along
the lines of sustainability, repairability and circular
economy principles. The manufacturing process is
designed to minimize wastage from the production
materials. All parts of the system can be
repaired/replaced and recycled according to
respective guidelines (PV Cycle, C&D, Aluminum)
allowing the return of used materials back to
material ﬂow

The product
Solar Tiles are integrated facade and roof system suitable for
most usage scenarios. They are compatible with the majority
of the contemporary facade and roof systems allowing
seamless integration to every building.Sizing of the modules
is based on a grid modular framework with 15x15cm size.
Thus the size of all modules can be scaled accordingly.
Solar Tiles will turn every building into a solar farm producing
electric energy. Power production is ranging from 90 to 150
Wp/m2 depending on desired conﬁguration.

Business model
Nice Visions' business model is based on the
reselling of the assembly of prefabricated
components to make a new product. All components
are manufactured by OEM reﬂecting Nice Visions'
speciﬁcations, processes and materials.
Current revenue model is based on the product sales
with B2B sales as a main revenue channel.
Solar Tiles is positioned as premium building
material with added value of customization,
modularity and energy production. The current retail
price is based on the pricing of competing high-end
building materials used in similar contexts in order to
capture the value of the solution without
underselling the product
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Market Size
The market for building integrated photovoltaic (BIPV) is
expected to grow at a CAGR of 23.1% during the forecast
period of 2020 – 2027.
BIPV brings attractive solutions for eﬀectively and
sustainably retroﬁtting building envelopes, providing
savings in materials, and in conventional electricity
consumption, and at the same time, improves the energy
eﬃciency of the buildings, which is expected to
supplement the demand of BIPV solutions in the coming
years, particularly in the residential and commercial
sectors.
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The competitive landscape in the BIPV ﬁeld is divided
into two principal groups:
Standardized mass-produced - using one looks/size
ﬁts all scenarios in order to reduce the price and reach
high manufacturing volume. This approach is typical
for rooftop installations and focused on priceconscious customers. They are either tile-based roof
tiles or standard solar panels.
Semi-custom solutions - companies with speciﬁc PV
technology delivering tailored solutions for speciﬁc
buildings, with a relatively high price.
Solar Tiles are the system that combines the best of
both approaches: it is mass-produced, but its
appearance is customizable.

Team
Nice Visions’ team shares a long professional path together which started
in our previous startup experience - Ecocapsule, the product that reached
global success.
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We are currently polishing production details
and starting construction on our pilot
installation in Lisbon (TRL 8).
We expect to start sales process immediately
after the pilot is ﬁnished.
However, we estimate that ﬁrst commercial
building will be ﬁnished in 2022 as there is long
delay between client on-boarding and actual
construction.

